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Abstract

A new stimulated-echo based pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR diffusion sequence incorporating WATERGATE solvent suppression,
PGSTE-WATERGATE, is presented. The sequence provides superb solvent suppression without any phase distortions. The sequence is
simple to set up and particularly suited to measuring diffusion coefficients in aqueous solution such as is commonly required in pharma-
ceutical and combinatorial applications. The utility of the sequence is demonstrated on samples containing lysozyme and sucrose. Impor-
tantly, the high degree of phase-distortion suppression allows more complicated selective p pulses to be used to enhance the selectivity of
solvent suppression.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to solubility problems, limited sample availability
and/or aggregation, solvent signals in NMR are typically
4–5 orders of magnitude higher than the solute signals.
In pulsed field gradient spin-echo (PGSE) NMR measure-
ments [1–3], strong solvent signals hamper the determina-
tion of diffusion. Many solvent suppression methods have
been proposed [4]. However, only a subset of these meth-
ods may be combined with PGSE diffusion sequences due
to the deleterious effects of radiation damping and long
range dipole–dipole interactions [4–6]. WATERGATE
[7–9] is one of the most efficient and easily implemented
suppression techniques which can be combined with PGSE
diffusion experiments. Stimulated-echo (STE) PGSE se-
quences outperform Hahn spin-echo PGSE sequences in
determining the diffusion of molecules with short T2 relax-
ation times (e.g., protein) or in magnetically inhomoge-
neous samples (e.g., human tissue) and are also widely
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used for small molecule samples (e.g., ligands, carbohy-
drates). In 1996, the diffusion and relaxation editing
(DIRE) sequence was developed by using a bipolar gradi-
ent pair with a soft p pulse (i.e., a single WATERGATE
unit) in a bipolar STE-PGSE sequence [10]. However, the
use of only one WATERGATE unit in an STE-PGSE se-
quence may result in phase distortions caused by the appli-
cation of the requisite selective pulse (the same
phenomenon was found in Hahn spin-echo PGSE experi-
ments by Hwang and Shaka [11]).

In this paper, we present a new STE-PGSE NMR diffu-
sion sequence, PGSTE-WATERGATE (Fig. 1), which
provides superb solvent suppression, pure phase spectra,
and also high coherence-pathway selectivity with only a
4-step phase cycle (Fig. 1). This sequence is complementary
to the PGSE-WATERGATE sequence reported by Price
et al. [12].
2. Theory

For the non-solvent resonances, the effects of the
PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence can be described by the
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Fig. 1. The PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence. The narrow bars represent
p/2 RF pulses, g1, g2 and g3 are rectangular gradient pulses with different
amplitudes, and the shaped rectangles represent ‘‘W5’’ binomial p pulses
[18]. The phase cycle for the pulse sequences is /1 = x, �x; /2 = y, y, �x,
�x; /3 = x, y, �x, �y; /4 = x, y, �x, �y; /5 = y; /r (receiver phase) = x,
�x, �x, x. For /2 = y (or /5 = y), the phasing of the ‘‘W5’’ binomial pulse
train is (x)5 � (�x)5; for /2 = �x, the phasing is (y)5 � (�y)5.
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use of a transformation matrix [11]. The input and output
magnetization vectors can be written as m = [mx,my,mz]

0

and M = [Mx,My,Mz]
0, respectively, and the transforma-

tion caused by the pulse sequence can be written as
M = Tm, where T is a 3-by-3 matrix which represents the
transformation caused by the pulse sequence. By the use of
density matrices and rotation operators [13,14], the transfor-
mation matrix for the PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence
with the 4-step phase cycle shown in Fig. 1 is given by

T ¼
0 0 0

0 0 1
2

0 0 0

2
64

3
75: ð1Þ

This matrix shows the two important properties of the
PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence: first, no phase factors
are introduced by the application of the selective pulses;
and second, the sequence gives a pure coherence-pathway
(i.e., the stimulated-echo) which only transforms half of
the z magnetization to y magnetization.

Though it has been proved by Pelta et al. that only one
transient (i.e., no phase cycle) is sufficient to obtain the de-
sired stimulated-echo signal by the use of asymmetric bipolar
gradient pairs (NB their phase cycle is different than that
used in PGSTE-WATERGATE), a 16-step phase cycle
was used to suppress residue unwanted signals and obtain
accurate diffusion data in their study [15]. The same asym-
metric bipolar gradient pairs as used in the PGSTE-
WATERGATE sequence (Fig. 1) but with g1/g2 at a ‘‘magic
ratio’’ were developed to suppress the effects of background
gradients in NMR diffusion experiments [16,17], and an 8-
step phase cycle was used in ref. [16]. In the present study, be-
cause of the use of the two soft p pulses, a 4-step phase cycle is
necessary to suppress unwanted signals and obtain proper
excitation profiles (i.e., no spectral distortions).
The diffusion-based attenuation of the non-solvent reso-
nances in the PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence can be
written as

lnðEÞ¼ � c2Dd2 D�4

3
d�2d2

� �
ðg2�g1Þ

2�2

3
dðg2�g1Þg1

�

þ 4d2þ
4

3
d

� �
g2

1

�
; ð2Þ

where E is the diffusion-based spin-echo attenuation, D

(m2 s�1) is the diffusion coefficient and c (rad s�1 T�1) is
the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus being used, and D,
d, d1, d2, g1 and g2 are defined in Fig. 1. According to
Eq. (2), in the limit of D >> d and d2, the effective diffusion
time for the PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence can be de-
fined as D � 2d2 � 4d/3.

The solvent resonances are unaffected by the two selec-
tive p pulses so a normal STE-PGSE sequence is experi-
enced with effective gradient sequences in the first 2s1

interval being inverted from that in the second 2s1 interval.
This sequence chooses the STE#2 coherence-pathway as
referred to by Kingsley [19], which has the same coherence
level in the first 2s1 interval and the second 2s1 interval.
The STE#2 coherence of the solvent is attenuated by
molecular diffusion, and the residual coherence can be fur-
ther attenuated by the phase cycle. The diffusion-based
attenuation of the solvent resonance can be written as

lnðEÞ¼ � c2Dd2 D�4

3
d�2d2

� �
ðg1þg2Þ

2þ2

3
dðg1þg2Þg1

�

þ 4d2þ
4

3
d

� �
g2

1

�
: ð3Þ

Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (3) reveals that the solvent reso-
nance experiences a much higher applied gradient (i.e.,
g1 + g2 terms) than the resonances of interest, which experi-
ence g2 � g1 terms. Further, most solvent molecules (e.g.,
H2O) have far higher diffusion coefficients than the mole-
cules of interest (e.g., protein, peptide, carbohydrate). For
a typical solvent like water, a suppression factor of 104 can
be easily achieved by using gradient strengths of
g1 = 0.110 T m�1 (20% of the full gradient strength in our
study) and g2 = 0.138 T m�1 (25% of the full gradient
strength in our study) when typical parameters are
D = 90.4 ms, d = 3 ms, d1 = 0.2 ms and d2 = 2 ms. Thus,
the NMR signals from the solvent molecules can be totally
suppressed while the resonance of the molecules of interest
is left intact.

3. Results and discussion

In a typical diffusion experiment, g1 and g2

(g2 � g1 = 0.005 T m�1) should be large enough to suppress
the solvent resonance, in a measurement g1 is kept constant
whilst g2 can be varied up to the available gradient strength
to attenuate the resonances of the molecules of interest.
For a slowly diffusing molecule (e.g., D = 3 · 10�11 m2 s�1)
an attenuation factor of 10 can be easily achieved by varying



Fig. 2. A 400 MHz 1H spectrum of a sample containing 2 mM sucrose, 0.5 mM DSS and 2 mM NaN3 in water (10:90 D2O/H2O) at 298 K using the
PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence. Acquisition parameters were number-of-scans = 64, D = 69.4 ms and d = 2.5 ms with the strengths of g1 and g2 at
0.193 T m�1 and 0.221 T m�1. The inter-pulse delay in the binomial pulses was set to 400 ls.
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g2 from 0.138 T m�1 to 0.65 T m�1 with g1 = 0.132 T m�1,
d = 4 ms and D = 132.4 ms.

As mentioned above, for the PGSTE-WATERGATE
sequence, the resonances of interest only see a gradient
strength of g2 � g1, which is very small (e.g.,
0.005 T m�1) at the beginning of a diffusion experiment,
so a good signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained even with
low concentration samples. In comparison, both DIRE,
which uses symmetric bipolar gradient pairs and a 16-
step phase cycle, and PGSE-WATERGATE require the
solvent resonances, and consequently the resonances of
interest, to see a gradient strength of at least 0.1–
0.2 T m�1 for good solvent suppression. As this deter-
mines the smallest values of the diffusion gradients that
can be used in these sequences, it results in lower sig-
nal-to-noise ratios when measuring the diffusion of low
molecular weight species.

The utility of the sequence is demonstrated on samples
containing sucrose (Fig. 2) and lysozyme (Fig. 3). As
Fig. 3. A series of 500 MHz 1H PGSTE-WATERGATE spectra of a sample co
parameters were number-of-scans = 32, D = 93.7 ms and d = 4 ms with the stren
equal increments. The inter-pulse delay in the binomial pulses was set to 250
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, high quality water suppression
was achieved without phase distortions. The lysozyme
peaks close to the water resonance are also observable,
which shows the selectivity of the suppression.

To illustrate the advantage of PGSTE-WATERGATE
in removing phase distortions caused by the use of soft
pulses, the PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence was com-
pared with the PGSE-WATERGATE sequence and a
modified PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence in which the
second soft p pulse was replaced with a hard p pulse. To
make the comparison more rigorous, ‘‘112’’ binomial p
pulses [11], well-known for causing significant spectral
phase roll [11], were used for the soft pulses. As shown in
Fig. 4B and C, for the modified PGSTE-WATERGATE
and PGSE-WATERGATE sequence, the use of the
‘‘112’’ pulse introduced serious phase distortions since both
sequences contain only one WATERGATE unit. However,
as shown in Fig. 4A, no phase distortion was observed for
the PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence containing ‘‘112’’
ntaining 2 mM lysozyme in water (10:90 D2O/H2O) at 298 K. Acquisition
gths of g1 at 0.1 T m�1 and g2 varying from 0.168 T m�1 to 0.499 T m�1 in

ls.



Fig. 4. 500 MHz 1H spectra of 2 mM lysozyme in water (10:90 D2O/H2O) at 298 K acquired with (A) PGSTE-WATERGATE (number-of-scans = 32,
D = 91.9 ms, and d = 4 ms with the strengths of g1 and g2 at 0.1 T m�1 and 0.105 T m�1), (B) the modified PGSTE-WATERGATE (number-of-
scans = 32, D = 91.9 ms and d = 4 ms with the strengths of g1 and g2 at 0.152 T m�1 and 0.157 T m�1), (C) PGSE-WATERGATE [12] (number-of-
scans = 32, D = 14.1 ms and d = 3 ms with a gradient strength of 0.315 T m�1). In each case the ‘‘112’’ pulse sequence was used for the soft p pulses. The
inter-pulse delay in the binomial pulses was set to 250 ls.
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pulses due to the symmetrical nature of the PGSTE-
WATERGATE sequence.

To illustrate the ability of the PGSTE-WATERGATE se-
quence to determine diffusion, two diffusion experiments
were performed. The first diffusion experiment was per-
formed on the residual HDO in D2O at 298 K by setting
the transmitter frequency 1250 Hz away from the HDO res-
onance frequency so that the HDO resonance was fully in-
verted by the binomial p pulse. The diffusion coefficient of
HDO was determined to be 1.90 ± 0.01 · 10�9 m2 s�1,
which is in agreement with the diffusion coefficient
(1.900 ± 0.004 · 10�9 m2 s�1) obtained with the standard
Hahn spin-echo PGSE sequence on the same sample and lit-
erature values [20]. The second diffusion experiment was per-
formed on a sample containing 2 mM lysozyme in water
(10:90 D2O/H2O) at 298 K (Fig. 3), and a diffusion coeffi-
cient of 1.08 ± 0.01 · 10�10 m2 s�1 was obtained for the
lysozyme. The result is in line with the diffusion coefficient
(1.04 ± 0.02 · 10�10 m2 s�1) obtained with the standard
STE-PGSE sequence on the same sample and also literature
values [21].

4. Conclusions

The PGSTE-WATERGATE sequence provides superb
solvent suppression and pure phase spectra. The sequence
is simple to set up and particularly suited to measuring dif-
fusion in aqueous solution such as is commonly required in
pharmaceutical and combinatorial applications. Impor-
tantly, the high degree of phase-distortion suppression al-
lows more sophisticated selective p pulses to be used to
enhance the selectivity of solvent suppression.
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